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Context:

Rights based approach of new policy:

In 2020, due to the outbreak of COVID19, a large migrant exodus from the
cities to villages was observed.

▪

It was an experience which shook off
the national conscience. To prevent
any such incidence in the future, NITI
Aayog has come up with the draft
National Migrant Policy.

Background:
• The Inter State Migrant Workers
Act, 1979, covered only labourers
migrating through a contractor,
and left out independent migrants.
• Recommendations of a 2007 report
by the National Commission for
Enterprises in the Unorganised
Sector under the Ministry of Micro,
Small and Medium Enterprises,
called for a comprehensive law for
these workers, which would form
the legal basis for architecture of
social protection.
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It describes two approaches to
policy design:
1.

focus on cash transfers,
special
quotas,
and
reservations;

2.

one which “enhances the
agency and capability of
the
community
and
thereby remove aspects
that come in the way of an
individual’s own natural
ability to thrive”.

▪

It rejects a handout approach,
opting instead for a rights-based
framework. It seeks “to remove
restrictions on true agency and
potential of the migrant workers”

▪

It says migration “should be
acknowledged as an integral part
of
development”,
and
“government policies should not
hinder but…seek to facilitate
internal migration”.
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Important provisions included:
▪

Policy lays down institutional
mechanisms
to
coordinate
between Ministries, states, and
local departments to implement
programs for migrants.

▪

It identifies the Ministry of
Labour and Employment as the
nodal
Ministry
for
implementation of policies.

▪

Directs to create a special unit to
help converge the activities of
other Ministries.
o

▪

destinations – e.g., Bihar’s
experiment to have a joint
labour commissioner at Bihar
Bhavan in New Delhi.

How can it be made better?
• Policy needs to delve deeper into
the causes underlying the poor
implementation of labour laws
linked to the political economy of
recruitment and placement.
• Policy also needs to address gender
difference in employment. It could
do more explicitly for the domestic
workers as it constitutes a major
part of employment.

This unit would manage
migration resource centres in
high migration zones, a
national labour Helpline,
links of worker households
to government schemes, and
inter-state
migration
management bodies.

• Draft does recognize the migrant
agency, but this is less clear in the
section where tribal migration
policies are discussed.

On the inter-state migration
management bodies, it says that
labour departments of source
and destination states along
major migration corridors, should
work together through the
migrant worker cells.
o

Value Addition:
• The total number of internal
migrants in India according to the
2011 census is 45.36 crore or 37%
of the country’s population.
• Major cities like Delhi, Gurugram,
and Mumbai are the hotspots for
the in-migration.

Labour officers from source
states can be deputed to
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Student Copy
Mains question:

Is the Draft National Migrant Labour Policy need of the hour and does it address the
migrant issue in all its dimensions? Discuss.
(150 words)
10 marks
Steps to present the answer:
1. Identify the key words from the question.
2. Analyse the various dimensions of the key issue/theme from the question.
3. Create point to the body of the answer.
4. Think on the relevant value addition points – facts, statistics, examples, etc.,
5. Express your view/opinion in the conclusion in a balanced manner.
Consider the above question.
1. Identify the keywords in this question and expand anyone keyword in relation to the dimension
of the question. (not exceeding 30 words)

2. Which answer approach would you like to take for this question – points or paragraphs or any
other format? Why?

3. Can you recollect any opinions you have read in the newspaper editorial on this matter to include
in the body of the answer? If so, mention an opinion here not exceeding 50 words.

Do not
write on
the margins
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